
Near Bi11, 	 4/6/94 
Thanks for cuing the cassette in. I'll see if McKnight wants to see it and if he 

dies I'll wait unta he Xis here. His mother-on-law-87 and long ill- died peacefully 
in her sleep. 

Tought guy, huh- needs no gloves! Hope they heal quickly and soon! But who 
am I to talk. I just thoughtlessly took a second dose of coumadin when from today's 
test I was at the hemorrhage point! The family doctor said there is nothing that can be 
done about it, th t it takes two days to work, and I'll have another test Forday. But 
he is wrong on both counts. It takes 36 hours or more for the maximum effect. With a 
loading doffe, which one this large is, the effects can be perceived in 24 hours. So, 
regardless of him, I'll have th , test again in the morning. There can be an appreciable 
difference by then and if there is they can inject Vitamin K. 

Lesar and AARC have gotten a 'arge batch of CIA records. "ewman is staying busy 
in them, Lesar told me. 

glad the Courier is going to use your review. If it can be xeroxed easily one 
will be enough. if it cannot, I'll appreciate two, one to send to NYC. But I'll be 
really surprised if USA today picks it up. 

You talk about my publisher's mistake and i can't count how many there were! 
More than 50 in Case Open. 

I'm glad to knoll of the magazines that carry long articles but I've no idea how 
to reach them 4- the right person toaddress. Or which tV approach, what order, that is. 

In your tabulations of your jailed governors, there is one who was not jailced 
whose father was of the crew o,f defense counsel that fixed that htarlan jury in 1938. 
That governor married Phyllis George. So, an honest pol is to be missed, but not only 
there. Anywhere. 

I've returned to work on Inside the JFK Assassination Industry, reading and correct- 
ing what I'd written and adding to it. And Dire been reading Fonzi's wretchedly bad 
and mistitled The Last investigation, annotating it. Ile is critical of the HSCA, on 
ahich he worked, and istblissfully unaware of the6itifisms he more than merits. He 
is the Maurice Bishop guy. 

()Me Ntrth wants '11 to join his Senatorial Advisory Board! His pitch for SS .S. 
She onne got on some far-right mailing list and L  guess he is using that. 
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